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i
Abstract
This paper is a survey of modern American copyright law and an analysis of its
effectiveness in the age of online music streaming through the use of grounded theory research
practices, including a review of precedent and history of copyright law and interviews of jazz
musicians that have varied levels of experience in different positions throughout the industry.
Since music has become a commodity, it has needed to be protected by the law to ensure that
musicians are paid fairly for the consumption of their work. Before the modern era, musicians
made their living predominantly from record, tape, and CD sales, making concert tickets and
licensed merchandise much cheaper. Now, though, is the time of streaming services such as
Apple Music, Spotify, Tidal, and Soundcloud, which allow users to listen to all music on their
platform for free with ads, or uninterrupted at the price of a subscription fee. It is a great
opportunity for listeners to hear their favorite artists and songs whenever is most convenient for
them. However, these services offer very little compensation to the artists whose art they have on
their platform, many times less than a penny for every time their song is played.
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Introduction

The United States Department of Health and Human Services defines the poverty line for
a single-member household to be $12,880 for the year of 2021.1 With Spotify’s current rate per
stream at around $0.003,2 a musician would need to garner about 4.3 million streams on the
service to meet the poverty line of a single-member household, before taxes and record
companies get their cut. To put that into perspective, Duke Ellington’s best-selling album of his
career Piano in the Background, contains some of Ellington’s most popular works---including
the jazz classic “Take the ‘A’ Train.” In total, the album has generated about 20.1 million
streams since being added to Spotify as of December 2, 2021, which would give Ellington
$60,411 in streaming revenue. It sounds like a livable salary until one considers that Ellington
would then have to not only pay the state and federal taxes on that $60,411, but pay Columbia
Records, the American Society of Composers and Publishers (ASCAP), and the eighteen other
musicians that participated in the production of that album. If Duke Ellington could not make a
living in today’s music industry, where is the hope for everyone else?
As someone who studies both law and music, it is beyond troubling to see the injustice
being done to my fellow musicians by the law that is supposed to be protecting them in a society
where their art is needed now more than ever, especially amidst the COVID-19 pandemic. Most

1

“2021 Poverty Guidelines and Computations,” Office of the Assistant Secretary for
Planning and Evaluation (U.S. Department of Health and Services, January 2021),
https://aspe.hhs.gov/topics/poverty-economic-mobility/poverty-guidelines/prior-hhs-povertyguidelines-federal-register-references/2021-poverty-guidelines/2021-poverty-guidelinescomputations.
2

David Hesmondhalgh, “Is Music Streaming Bad for Musicians? Problems of Evidence
and Argument,” New Media & Society 23, no. 12 (September 19, 2020): pp. 3593-3615,
https://doi.org/10.1177/1461444820953541, 3599.
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Americans have turned to digital art consumption and turned away from physical copies for the
sake of affordability and ease, whether that be through streaming music, videos, movies, or
theatrical productions. And who can blame them? Why pay $9.99 for a CD with 8-10 songs on it
when you can pay $7.99 per month to have unlimited access to millions of songs on your device,
any time and anywhere?
However, therein lies the problem. Without the revenue of physical media sales such as
CDs and vinyl, musicians are left with a significant gap in pay that they are forced to fill by
increasing concert ticket and merchandise prices. Their consumers that are used to free or very
cheap access to this product, are then turned away and buried deeper into their connection with
streaming, and the cycle continues in perpetuum for artists that are not being carried by their
name recognition and major record labels. Given the present legislation surrounding copyright
and streaming platforms, how might artists be more equitably compensated for their creative
intellectual property? How do current artists navigate this new era and what personal experiences
do they have with current copyright legislation? What are some possible changes or suggestions
that could be made to copyright legislation and practices that would make them more equitable
for those in the music industry?
These questions will be investigated through first establishing what got the industry to its
current state, by analyzing how copyright law and music itself has changed since America’s
founding and taking an objective look at the legislation and legal precedent that exists today.
Following that will be interviews of musicians and employees of the industry, mostly through a
lens of jazz as that is my area of expertise, detailing their experience with the digital age and how
it has impacted their ability to make a living creating art. These accounts will then be analyzed
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for commonalities and inform suggestions for possible solutions to these quickly developing
issues.
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Chapter 1: Literature Review
A History of Copyright Law
To truly grasp the implications of the crisis facing musicians resulting from streaming
services, one must first understand the progression of copyright law and music itself throughout
American history. The purpose of examining these two histories simultaneously is to show that
the progression of one undisputedly has an influence on the other. Upon examining this timeline,
the disconnect in timeliness between technological advances and the legislation that regulates
them will become increasingly obvious as the years progress. For a glossary of terms regarding
copyright, refer to Appendix A.
Looking through a strictly American lens, the need for copyright protection for music
began in the year 1640, when the Bay Psalm Book was the first mass-produced sheet music to be
sold in North America. This was a book of hymns written by Richard Mather and not only was it
the first instance of mass-produced sheet music, but it was also the first book of any type to be
mass-produced in the United States, which were British colonies at the time.3 Due to the
increasing popularity and accessibility of the printing press, books were being printed often, but
with no compensation being given to the authors. Thus, the Statute of Anne was passed in 1710
in an attempt to compensate authors and break up monopolies that had begun to develop among
booksellers. Through this law, written works were protected for 14 years and allowed to apply
for a 14-year extension if the author was still alive. Following the end of either or both 14-year
periods, the creation would then enter the public domain where it is free to access by all. The
United States was still a British colony at this time, and therefore this law applied to Americans

3

Haraszti Zoltán, The Enigma of the Bay Psalm Book (Chicago, IL: University of
Chicago Press, 1965).
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as well. However, even after declaring independence, the United States would reference the
Statute of Anne when developing their Constitution and sets of laws later in the century.4
As the century progressed, both Europe and the United States entered the Industrial
Revolution in the mid-18th century, which allowed printing presses to become more common in
cities throughout these continents. Because of this, sheet music became much more accessible
and affordable and for the first time in recorded history, music became a physical commodity.5
Shortly thereafter, the United States declared independence from Britain and ratified their own
constitution in 1787. In it is included the basis for all American copyright legislation to follow
under Article I, Section 8 which states that Congress has the power to “promote the progress of
science and useful arts, by securing for limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right
to their respective writings and discoveries.”6
The Copyright Act of 1790 was the first official piece of American legislation that
explicitly dealt with copyright protections for creators.7 This law stated that copies of maps,
charts, and books qualified for protection from infringement for 14 years following publication
with an opportunity to apply for a 14-year extension. After the work’s period of protection
elapsed, it would then enter the public domain, almost exactly like Britain’s Statute of Anne.
What made the Copyright Act of 1790 different from its British counterpart is how copyright

4

“A Brief History of Copyright in the United States,” Timeline (U.S. Copyright Office,
2021), https://www.copyright.gov/timeline/.
5

Andre J. Millard, America on Record: A History of Recorded Sound, 2nd ed. (New
York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 87.
6
7

U.S. Const. art. I. sec. 8. cl. 8.

“A Brief History of Copyright in the United States,” Timeline (U.S. Copyright Office,
2021), https://www.copyright.gov/timeline/.
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registration was organized. The United States delegated this duty to the district court where the
creator resided. In 1831, the Copyright Act was revised to protect works for an initial 28-year
period as opposed to the original 14 and maintain the opportunity for creators to apply for a 14year extension on their protection. That same year, the song “Maid of My Love” written by
David L. Richardson became the first song to receive copyright protection in American history.8
Copyright legislation and music development became relatively dormant from this point
in history up until the middle of Reconstruction. However, in 1870, the Copyright Act was
revised once more. The purpose of this revision was to move the administration of copyright
protection and registrations from local district courts to the newly established Library of
Congress Copyright Office to create a more centralized procedure for creators.9 American
inventor Thomas Edison was credited with the invention of the phonograph seven years later in
1877.10 The phonograph is the ancestor of the modern record player, using tin foil cylinders to
play back recorded sound. Alexander Graham Bell built on Edison’s invention and created the
graphophone in 1886, which uses wax cylinders as opposed to tin foil.11 Originally, the
graphophone was created to record telephone conversation, but it quickly became used for music
recordings as well. These new inventions also caught the attention world leaders.
Many of the world’s leading economic powers met at the Berne Convention for the
Protection of Literary and Artistic Works in Berne, Switzerland that same year. Its signatories

8

“A Brief History of Copyright in the United States,” Timeline (U.S. Copyright Office,
2021), https://www.copyright.gov/timeline/timeline_19th_century.html
9

Ibid.

10

Andre J. Millard, America on Record: A History of Recorded Sound, 2nd ed. (New
York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 31.
11

Ibid.
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created a basis for mutual recognition of copyright status across government lines and that works
are protected from infringement as soon as they are created.12 However, it is important to note
that the United States chose not to attend this convention and did not accede to it until 1988. Two
years after the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works , Emile
Berliner invents the gramophone in 1888, which takes the technologies of the graphophone and
phonograph and combines them while allowing the gramophone to play discs with imprinted
grooves on them.13 Because of this, the gramophone is the most recognizable and similar
ancestor to the modern record player. By the beginning of the next decade, sheet music was
becoming increasingly accessible to the general public due to its affordable price and music
education’s rise to prominence in the late 19th century.14 This meant that because more people
were being taught to read music in school, more people were compelled to buy sheet music as it
became available.
To catch up with its global counterparts, the United States passed legislation that had
similar terms to the Berne Convention called the Chace Act in 1891. This Act gave limited
copyright protection to works by artists who were from nations other than the United States.15 It
was not until 1897, however, that American musicians are finally given the exclusive rights of
copyright holders through the Copyright Amendment Act of 1897, which also protects music

12

A Brief History of Copyright in the United States,” Timeline (U.S. Copyright Office,
2021), https://www.copyright.gov/timeline/timeline_19th_century.html
13

Andre J. Millard, America on Record: A History of Recorded Sound, 2nd ed. (New
York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 32.
14
15

Ibid, 88.

A Brief History of Copyright in the United States,” Timeline (U.S. Copyright Office,
2021), https://www.copyright.gov/timeline/timeline_19th_century.html
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from being performed publicly without proper authorization from the copyright holder.16 This
change was monumental to the American musician and gave way to many evolutions to come,
both in terms of their protections under the law and the inventions they created.
At the turn of the twentieth century, player pianos were at the height of their popularity.17
Player pianos not only functioned as a typical keyboard instrument but could also play back
recordings made on piano rolls that could be inserted into the piano. This is how many families
were able to hear the most popular music during the time. In 1908, the Supreme Court of the
United States heard the case White-Smith Music Publishing Co. v. Apollo Co., 209 U.S. 1 (1908),
which dealt with two already published songs being sold on piano rolls by a salesperson, the
defendant, without the consent of the composer, the plaintiff. The plaintiffs stated that the
defendant had made copies of their works by translating it onto a piano roll and are therefore
infringing on the plaintiff’s copyright protections. However, the Court ruled that the piano rolls
created by the defendant were not unauthorized copies, but instead parts of a machine.18
Fortunately, this decision was later eclipsed by Congress’ passage of the Copyright Act
of 1909, which grants copyright protection to published works that contain a notice of copyright
in or on the work.19 If a work was published but contained no notice of copyright, it was
considered to be in the public domain and available to all. Additionally, the Copyright Act of
1909 extended the period of protection to 28 years with an option to apply for an additional 28 if

16

Ibid.

17

Alfred Dolge, Pianos and Their Makers: A Comprehensive History of the Development
of the Piano, vol. 1 (New York, NY: Dover Publications, Inc., 1972), 160.
18
19

White-Smith Music Publishing Co. v. Apollo Co., 209 U.S. 1 (1908).

A Brief History of Copyright in the United States,” Timeline (U.S. Copyright Office,
2021), https://www.copyright.gov/timeline/timeline_1900-1950.html
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the creator was still alive, giving the creator a total of 56 years of protection and included the
first compulsory mechanical license. A mechanical license allows anyone to use another’s
copyrighted work without procuring the consent of the creator so long as the user adheres to the
provisions of the license (mostly fees). This set the first mechanical rate of royalty at 2 cents to
be split between producers, songwriters, and other participants. However, because musicians are
often occupied with performances, traveling, and writing, it was very difficult for these payments
to be calculated, collected, and distributed accurately. Thus, a need was created for a group
whose sole job is to deal with the collection and distribution of royalties. This is where
performance-rights organizations (PROs) come into the picture.
One of the most well- known organizations for musicians, the American Society of
Composers, Authors, and Publishers (ASCAP), was founded in 1914 and still exists today.
ASCAP is a non-profit PRO that works to protect its members’ works from infringement by
monitoring the performances and uses of these works, collecting licensing fees from the users,
and returning that money to the creators almost entirely in the form of royalty payments.20
Essentially, places that play music belonging to any ASCAP member (radio stations, streaming
services, etc.) must pay ASCAP to use that music. ASCAP in turn, gives that money to the
creator.
For example, in the 1917 case of Herbert v. Shanley Co., 242 U.S. 591 (1917), a New
York City diner was playing music for its customers without the authorization of the music’s
composers, so ASCAP sued. The Court held that creators still deserve compensation if their

20

Andre J. Millard, America on Record: A History of Recorded Sound, 2nd ed. (New
York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 178.
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music is being played, regardless as to if there is a charge for admission.21 Because of this ruling,
ASCAP and other PROs now have the legal backing to pursue licensing fees from those using
copyrighted music. The creation of PROs like ASCAP has made the issue of distributing royalty
payments more centralized, but also arguably more complicated because it is very difficult to
keep track and monitor every single performance or play of a song whose creator belongs to that
PRO.
World War I ended shortly after the Herbert v. Shanley Co. ruling and there is an
explosion in the popularity of radios. It was then that broadcast stations gave updates on news
and entertainment and began sowing the seeds of constant media that we experience today.22 The
radio was the main source of media consumption through both the Roaring Twenties and the
Great Depression. However, the late 1930s and 1940s ushered in the “electrical age” .23 During
this time, the 78 rotations-per-minute (RPM) shellac disc was created and machines that
functioned as both a radio and a phonograph were sold. This meant that not only did families
have access to pre-recorded media on a more portable medium, but they also had access to live
broadcasts being made on radio stations, all from the same machine.
To provide artists with another option when choosing a performance-rights organization,
Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI) was established in 1939.24 BMI works similarly to ASCAP, in that
they also collect licensing fees from places that perform copyrighted music from their members

21

Herbert v. Shanley Co., 242 U.S. 591 (1917).

22

Andre J. Millard, America on Record: A History of Recorded Sound, 2nd ed. (New
York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 3.
23

Andre J. Millard, America on Record: A History of Recorded Sound, 2nd ed. (New
York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 6.
24

Ibid, 294.
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and then distribute those fees to musicians as royalties. What makes BMI unique, however, is
that it is exclusively for musicians whereas ASCAP represents composers, authors, and
publishers.
In terms of world history, World War II is raging throughout the globe during this time.
Because of the increased availability of radios and recorded sound, there is estimated to be a
25% increase in the playing of music “in the background”, also called “Muzak”, of daily
activities during the War.25 This had an immeasurable effect on the use of music in everyday life,
bringing it to workplaces, malls, factories, households, and everywhere in between. Music as
background is one of the few things that has remained constant in the evolution of technology
throughout the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Even today, one cannot go into any business
or establishment without hearing some form of music quietly playing over speakers, occupying
any silence that might arise.
Following the conclusion of World War II, the United States entered a period of
innovation, both in terms of technology and in terms of legislation. The post-war era allowed for
the United States to focus on improving aspects of life that are not necessarily considered
“required” for living but are an investment in improving the American culture and education
system. For example, in 1947, all existing copyright law was finally permanently incorporated
via positive codification into United States Code under Title 17.26 The process of positive
codification allowed for all past modifications of the Copyright Act to be compiled into a single
place that is clear and uniform.

25
26

Ibid, 4.

A Brief History of Copyright in the United States,” Timeline (U.S. Copyright Office,
2021), https://www.copyright.gov/timeline/timeline_1900-1950.html
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Moving forward into the 1950s, the transistor radio was created in 1954 and for the first
time in recorded history, people could take music with them wherever they went due to the
transistor’s small size and wireless nature.27 The hiss of radio static and entering areas unable to
reach signal while carrying the transistor radio quickly became a thing of the past only ten years
later with the invention of the Norelco Carry-Corder by Philips.28 This was the first cassetteplayer on the United States market and advanced the idea of portable music created by the
transistor radio by allowing listeners not only to take music wherever they went, but they could
select the music they were listening to as well. No longer were the days of endless searching of
radio stations trying to find something the listener enjoyed. Instead, their favorite tunes were
conveniently packed onto a small plastic rectangle that was cheap to make and therefore
affordable to the consumer.
That is not to say that cassette tapes did not come with their own issues, however. The
nature of both the media and the player made it very easy for the tape inside the cassette to come
out and become tangled or create a loud hissing sound within the player. Additionally, cassette
tapes have media on both sides of the tape, meaning that when one side ended, it was the
responsibility of the listener to flip over the tape to continue listening. This is what inspired the
invention of the 8-track tape in 1965, which was designed specifically for music listening and did

27

Andre J. Millard, America on Record: A History of Recorded Sound, 2nd ed. (New
York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 219.
28

Ibid, 317.
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not require to be flipped over.29 That same year, Ford released cars with built-in 8-track players,
which allowed for a higher quality listening experience while driving.
During the 1950s and 1960s, the United States government was relatively silent in its
adaptation of copyright law due to the numerous global and national events occurring almost
simultaneously. Not only was the country involved in three wars (Korean, Vietnam, and the Cold
War), but it was experiencing extreme social unrest with the rise of the Civil Rights movement,
anti-war protests, LGBTQ+ rights, environmentalism, and feminism. Understandably, the United
States’ legislation was kept almost completely occupied by these events until the early 1970s.
However, in 1971, Congress extended limited federal copyright protection under the Sound
Recording Amendment of 1971 to all recordings made after February 15, 1972, for 95 years
following publication and after which, those recordings will become public domain.30 This was a
drastic change which moved the copyright protection of sound recordings from being protected
by varying state laws to being protected by unified United States Code under Title 17.31
Additionally, it gave creators the exclusive right of reproduction. Sound recordings made prior
to February 15, 1972, were limited to protection by state laws alone. It is not until many years
later that an amendment is made to this law to eventually give federal protection to sound
recordings made before February 15, 1972.

29

Andre J. Millard, America on Record: A History of Recorded Sound, 2nd ed. (New
York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 299.
30

A Brief History of Copyright in the United States,” Timeline (U.S. Copyright Office,
2021), https://www.copyright.gov/timeline/timeline_1950-2000.html
31

U.S.C. Title 17 § 301.
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Four years later, the Copyright Act of 1976 was signed into law, making it only the fourth
revision to the Copyright Act since America’s founding.32 This revision extended federal
copyright protection to all works in a tangible form, regardless as to if they are published or not,
beginning on January 1, 1978. Additionally, the term length of protection also changed for works
published on or after January 1, 1978, to last the lifetime of the creator plus an additional fifty
years before it enters the public domain.
Regarding the technology of music, the late 1970s and into the 1980s proved to be a time
of great innovation and evolution. One invention that was quintessential to the culture was the
Walkman, first invented in 1979.33 The first edition of the Walkman was not popular among
Americans because of its clunky shape and high price, but after quite a few modifications to its
size and its engineering creating an overall decrease in price, the second edition of the Walkman
(called the Walkman II), was an incredible success in the United States.34 It quickly replaced the
transistor radio because of the user’s ability to listen through headphones and created a new
world of listening on-the-go. Sony alone sold 25 million units in the United States from 19811991.35
Vinyl records remained the top-selling music media through the early 1980s, with the
cassette quickly gaining ground behind it. However, there was a new competitor being invented

32

A Brief History of Copyright in the United States,” Timeline (U.S. Copyright Office,
2021), https://www.copyright.gov/timeline/timeline_1950-2000.html
33

Andre J. Millard, America on Record: A History of Recorded Sound, 2nd ed. (New
York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 324.
34
35

Ibid, 325.

Andre J. Millard, America on Record: A History of Recorded Sound, 2nd ed. (New
York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 325.
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in 1982 that would soon overtake both vinyl and cassette tape sales within the decade: CDs. By
1986, cassettes took the lead as the most popular music media as the result of an 80% drop in
vinyl sales from 1978-1988.36 Americans were consuming more music than ever and wanted that
music to accompany their daily busy schedule and were therefore more drawn to smaller, more
portable mediums. Because of this, CD sales were not far behind that of cassettes by 1988 when
CDs had eclipsed vinyl in popularity.37
The next year, 1989, is when the United States finally acceded the aforementioned Berne
Convention that established global standards of copyright 103 years prior.38 Looking briefly back
to the sales of music technology, the music industry was completely converted to the digital age
when CD sales eclipse that of cassettes in 1991.39 CDs allow listeners to play their music
portably and privately like was the case with cassettes, but because they are created using digital
laser engraving, CDs create an overall clearer and more appealing listening experience than
tapes. Additionally, there is no need to flip it over, as the entire album can fit on a disc, and the
listener no longer must deal with tangled tapes in their player. Granted, CDs are more expensive
than a plastic cassette, but listeners were more than willing to pay that extra amount in the 1990s
for a higher quality listening experience.
Because consumers were buying at a higher rate than ever, the Audio Home Recording
Act of 1992 ensured that royalties are given to performers, copyright owners, writers, and

36

Ibid, 355.

37

Ibid, 356.

38

A Brief History of Copyright in the United States,” Timeline (U.S. Copyright Office,
2021), https://www.copyright.gov/timeline/timeline_1950-2000.html
39

Andre J. Millard, America on Record: A History of Recorded Sound, 2nd ed. (New
York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 356.
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publishers of sound recordings based on the amount of media sales one procures.40 Additionally,
the ushering in of the digital age caused two major treaties from the Berne Convention, the
World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) Copyright Treaty and the Phonograms Treaty,
to be adopted and revised to protect sound recordings and performances in a digital
environment.41 On a national scale, Congress passes the Digital Millennium Copyright Act of
1998 to implement the changes made to the WIPO treaty. This was not the only copyright
legislation passed that year, however.
The Sonny Bono Copyright Term Extension Act, also called the Mickey Mouse
Protection Act, was also passed, and added to Title 17. It extended the protection of copyrighted
works from 50 years following the creator’s death to 70 for works created on or after January 1,
1978, for the most part. However, for the sake of clarity, the individual exceptions will not be
covered here. To see a full table visualizing the dates and copyright protection terms of sound
recordings, see the graphic in Appendix B. As an amendment to the Act, the Fairness in Music
Licensing Act was added onto it, which relieved small businesses from having to acquire a
performance license to play music in their establishment.
The end of the millennium offered the beginning of a new era: downloading. In 1998,
Diamond Multimedia attempted to introduce an MP3 player that has the capability to hold music
downloaded from a computer. However, their attempt was blocked by the Recording Industry of
America (RIAA), who stated that such a machine would violate the Audio Home Recording

40

A Brief History of Copyright in the United States,” Timeline (U.S. Copyright Office,
2021), https://www.copyright.gov/timeline/timeline_1950-2000.html
41

Ibid.
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Act.42 Following modifications, Diamond Multimedia overcame the Audio Home Recording Act
and created a new, widely accessible, MP3 player in 1999 called the Rio PMP (Portable Media
Player).43 This invention came just in time for the creation of Napster, the first widely used peerto-peer (P2P) downloading software, meaning that files are shared between users and users can
download files shared with them.44 Shortly following was the creation of its competitor
Limewire as well as Pandora Radio. What made Pandora unique is that it took the aspects of a
typical radio station but chose songs to play on those stations based upon your “likes” and
“dislikes.”
Napster was not long-lived, however. In 2001, it was forced to shut down after being
bombarded with lawsuits from artists such as Metallica, Dr. Dre, and Madonna after users
illegally circulated unpublished copies of their music.45 This was seen specifically in the court
case Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Inc. v. Grokster, Ltd., 545 U.S. 913 (2005), where the
Supreme Court ruled that providers of software that allows for the file-sharing of copyrighted
media may be held accountable for any and all copyright infringement that occurs on their
software.46 With the fall of one giant, another rose quickly to take its place: iTunes. Announced
the same year as Napster’s closing, by Apple CEO Steve Jobs promised iTunes as an online
marketplace for music where songs could be bought once for $0.99 and streamed an infinite
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Andre J. Millard, America on Record: A History of Recorded Sound, 2nd ed. (New
York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 395.
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Diana Yassin, “A Brief History of Streaming Services,” The Michigan Daily
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amount on any device it was downloaded onto. iTunes went live in 2003 and lead the industry of
music streaming for a decade.
Meanwhile, the Sonny Bono Copyright Term Extension Act was being challenged in the
Supreme Court Case Eldred v. Ashcroft, 537 U.S. 186 (2003). Eric Eldred, the Petitioner, and an
online journalist whose work heavily relied on use of public domain sources, challenged the Act,
claiming that Congress had exceeded their powers in the Copyright Clause of the Constitution
which states that Congress shall protect works for “a limited time.”47 However, the Court held
that the Act was within Congress’ scope of powers, thus upholding its legality.48
An additional change to the world of copyright law occurred in 2004 under the Copyright
Royalty and Distribution Reform Act (CRDRA); the most substantial addition being the creation
of the Copyright Royalty board (CRB). The CRB is a panel of three judges that determine the
royalty rates and terms of copyright law’s intellectual property licenses (most often the public
performance and mechanical licenses). This means that the CRB has discretion over the rate of
distribution of any royalties given to the Copyright Office from license-holders. Currently, the
CRB holds that for 2022, only 15.1% of a streaming service’s income must be dedicated to
royalty distribution.
The mid-2000s served as an almost Wild West-like environment for the Internet. Things
were growing faster than they could be controlled and the introduction of YouTube in 2005 only
made this more difficult.49 Now, anyone could post any video at any time with little-to-no
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repercussions. YouTube stayed this way for quite some time before its administration finally
began to control their content and implement algorithms to help ensure a safe environment.
Spotify was created shortly after in 2006, where it quickly gained ground as a competitor to
iTunes because it allowed its users to listen to its vast catalogue of music for free with the
occasional interruption of advertisements. What was groundbreaking about Spotify, however,
was that it was the first to offer a subscription service for its users which allowed them to avoid
the advertisements, download songs offline to their devices, and select any song at any time to
stream. Throughout the next ten years, consumers quickly began to realize that it was cheaper to
pay a flat rate per month ($7.99) and be able to access almost all music at any given time as
opposed to paying that same amount for a single album on iTunes.
Questions were raised as to if companies that provide streaming services to paying
customers (such as Netflix, Hulu, and Spotify) qualifies under a type of public performance as
the decade progressed. The Supreme Court addressed this question in the 2014 case of American
Broadcasting Companies, Inc. v. Aereo, Inc., 573 U.S. 431 (2014), where they held that this
streaming of copyrighted works does qualify as a public performance. Therefore, the services
giving these public performances must first pay the proper licensing fees for their use. This
decision gives way to the latest piece of legislation regarding copyright law: the Orrin G. HatchBob Goodlatte Music Modernization Act of 2018.
The Music Modernization Act combines three previously introduced bills: the Music
Modernization Act of 2018 (S.2334), the Classics Protection and Access Act (S.2393), and the
AMP Act (S.2625).50 Title I (Music Licensing Modernization) seeks to improve the amount of
compensation songwriters receive and ease the process of licensing by creating an independent
50
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agency called the “Mechanical Licensing Collective” (MLC) to take charge of the logistics of
royalty distribution. Title II (Classics Protection and Access) enables what are called “legacy
artists” (those who recorded music prior to 1972) to receive royalties when their music is played
digitally. Title III (Allocation for Music Producers) creates a consistent legal process for studio
professionals to receive royalties for music they helped create.
What one may notice is missing from each of the aforementioned acts, laws, and
Supreme Court decisions, is a straightforward and guaranteed rate for creators that ensures a
livable wage. The Copyright Royalty Board establishes the rate at which what percentage a
service must allocate for royalties but does not consider regulating how much ought to be given
to each creator directly. Because of this, there is never a direct way of estimating how much one
may get from their works on a streaming service. Granted, the COVID-19 pandemic has slowed
down many legal proceedings, but the pandemic has also allowed music and art to be consumed
digitally now more than ever. Thus, it is imperative that the fight for livable pay for America’s
artists continue as we navigate through this new environment.

Survey of Current Literature
Borgmann discusses the new regulations on royalty distribution introduced by the
Copyright Royalty Board (CRB) in January of 2018 because of a trial between the National
Music Publishers Association (NMPA) and the National Songwriters Association International
(NSAI) against many big-name streaming services (Pandora, Spotify, Apple, etc.).51 These
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regulations are supposed to increase royalty revenue from streaming services by over fifty
percent in the next five years in order to help bridge the gap between digital and physical sales.
Before the introduction of these new regulations, there were many formulas used to calculate
how much was paid to songwriters. However, now a much simpler formula is used to determine
this rate: songwriters are paid based on either total content costs or a percentage of revenue,
whichever is greater. It also addresses the problem of untimely payments by introducing a late
fee of either 1.5% or the highest lawful rate, whichever is lower, to be made by the streaming
company when payments are not made in a timely fashion.
It is Paveck’s contention that the Music Modernization Act (MMA) is good conceptually
but will ultimately only benefit multinational companies that are experienced in the music
industry, leaving songwriters, specifically those who are from foreign nations or are independent
and unfamiliar with the complexities of the industry, to continue to be paid very little in
comparison to the companies themselves.52 This will not solve the problem, he believes, but
instead merely shifts the burden of royalty payment to a third party without attempting to
simplify this already complicated system.
In exchange for paying publishers for every song streamed, interactive streaming services
were given retroactive safe harbor on copyright infringement lawsuits prior to 2018. Paveck
argues that this may be unconstitutional in that it violates procedural requirements guaranteed
under due process and/or the Takings Clause of the Fifth Amendment. Additionally, he brings
up that the MLC board is made up predominantly of music publishers (10 out of 14) whereas
songwriters only account for the remaining four seats. This, he argues, will not allow for
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adequate songwriter representation and will continue the tradition of publishers having power
over the creators themselves.
In her conclusion, Chandler also analyzes the flaws of the Music Modernization Act and
addresses that large companies such as Apple and Spotify will not be held accountable for any
unlicensed uses of intellectual property on their platforms prior to January 1st, 2018.53 This may
feel as a “bail-out” to some for these companies by the MMA through not holding them
responsible for their wrongdoing. Additionally, she addresses the concern of music publishers
holding power over songwriters when it comes to royalty distribution through the Mechanical
Licensing Collective’s board having a 10-4 majority of publishers. Chandler states that these are
both valid concerns and ought to be considered but holds overall that the MMA is a
revolutionary piece of legislature that will change the future of music copyright law for good.
She emphasizes that the law was a bipartisan creation through the request of music publishers,
broadcasters, songwriters, senators, and house leaders. Therefore, she believes that the MMA has
the best interests of all musicians in mind, not just publishers and streaming services.
All popular streaming services currently operate on what is called a “service-centric
licensing,” meaning that the company itself receives the subscription fees of users and then
distributes that into royalties to be paid to musicians based on their total number of plays or
streams. This gives rise to the problem of streaming fraud, as well as the issue of artists not being
fairly compensated for the number of subscribers they bring to the service. Dimont argues that
they should instead turn to what he calls a “user-centric licensing,” where a user’s subscriber fee
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would instead go to artists that they listen to pro rata. He argues that choosing a minimum stream
rate would do little to fix the inherent equities that exist within.54
Marshall begins by classifying streaming services into three types: streaming
radio/webcasting, locker services, and on-demand.55 Streaming radio, also called webcasting, is
just that: radio that is simply heard online that either is a specific station or genre. The listener
does not choose which songs play and is free. However, there is an option for the listener to pay
to avoid hearing ads and reaching a listening limit. Pandora is the most popular type of this
streaming service. Locker services are those that allow listeners to play music directly from the
internet or upload it to devices once it is purchased. Music can be bought on a song-by-song
basis or through entire albums/collections and played on applications that hold this program. For
example, the “Music” app on Apple devices is connected to iTunes. On-demand services are
similar to streaming radio services except that the listener is able to choose what is played and is
not limited to simply “their” catalogue of purchased music.
Spotify began receiving backlash for their payment policies to artists most notably in
2009 when Lady Gaga spoke out against the service after receiving only $167 as a royalty
payment for her song “Poker Face” that received over one million streams on Spotify alone. He
compares the beginning era of digital sales to the pioneering of CD sales in that financial success
is determined by scale, major labels have a chokehold on the industry, and artists themselves
make little to no money. This, then leads one to wonder if the decline in music sales and increase
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in merchandise and concert ticket prices began with the CD and 8-track industry and has been
accelerated by digital streaming.

Researcher Reflexivity and Positionality
As a jazz musician myself that has been surrounded by digital technology for my entire
adult life, I understand that this creates bias toward musicians and against legislation because of
personal experiences with both. Many of my classes required for my degree in jazz emphasized
the importance of performing and not depending on revenue for streaming services while still
maintaining an online presence following graduation. I have witnessed my colleagues go without
work because of the brutal combination of the digital age and the COVID-19 pandemic that
effectively shut down life performances.
However, I acknowledge that the Internet and streaming are not going anywhere any time
soon. Thus, I have been driven to study and analyze how musicians can find proper
compensation during this age of 24/7 media – not only for my own future as a hopeful
professional musician, but for the future of all people who have found their calling in music and
are struggling to maintain a comfortable living like was possible in years past.

Chapter 2: Methodology
Objectives
The objective of this study was to analyze the effectiveness of American copyright law
on professional jazz musicians (those who make their primary income from performing and/or
writing music) and others involved in the industry (those who manage the musicians, engineer
their recordings, etc.) and use that analysis to develop a theoretical explanation of what is
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causing this disparity in artists’ income and what can be done to remedy it. To gather this data,
the study was based around the following questions: how a musician’s life has changed since the
introduction of computers and digital audio streaming (either positively or negatively), why the
participants believe this change occurred, and what their proposed methods of amending this
problem, if they believe there is one.
In an age where the Internet is widely available and vastly unregulated, this study seeks
to bring attention to the injustice artists, specifically jazz musicians, face in seeking
compensation for their work. By doing so, the experiences recorded in this study also has the
potential to be used as a catalyst for legislative change that would allow musicians to be more
adequately compensated for their work in a time where exposure is often the only pay musicians
receive. This study also has the potential to inspire further research into the effectiveness of
modern copyright law on not only musicians of other genres and demographics, but artists of all
kinds whose experiences were unable to be accounted for due to time and resource restraints.

Research Method and Design
Acknowledging that I sought to examine personal experiences and develop a potential
solution to issues articulated by the participants using comparative analysis, I selected Glaser and
Strauss’ Grounded Theory (1967) as the primary research method. This method is defined as
“the discovery of theory from data systematically obtained from social research,”56 and is
considered one of the five types “of qualitative research that we most frequently see in the social,
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behavioral, and health science literature.”57 “Social research” can be conducted in a myriad of
ways; however, this particular study was conducted using one-on-one interviews through
different mediums: phone call (audio only), video call, and in-person conversation. By
conducting interviews with open-ended questions with the four participants, they were able to
detail their relationship with current legislation and their experience as a musician that had to
follow it without simplifying it into “yes” or “no” answers. In turn, this created more substantial
data that displays the complexity of the issue being studied and allows for more detailed analysis
on their similarities and differences regarding experience, relationship, and their personal
opinions. Through this analysis, patterns also can emerge, which will then inform the theory
being created using evidence from the interviews using the following questions:
1. Have you found it easier or harder to make money in the music industry? Why?
2. Do you feel as if your work now gets comparable compensation to what it received
prior to the digital age (before the 1990s)? If not, why do you think that is?
3. How were you forced to adapt as the world advanced into the digital age from the
1990s to the 2000s? What, if any, changes did you have to make?
4. How would you describe your experience with streaming services since their rise to
popularity in the early 2010s?
5. Given your knowledge and experience, do you think that this pattern of mass
consumption made possible by streaming services is sustainable for the music
industry as a whole? Why or why not?
6. How has the pandemic and, by proxy, the increase in digital music consumption
affected your life and income as someone in the music industry?
Each interview lasted from 45 minutes to an hour, which allowed each participant to not
only answer each question fully and potentially answer multiple at the same time, but it also
allowed them to go into detail on their personal experiences in and surrounding law in the music
industry.
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Sampling
Purposeful and convenient sampling was used in this study to identify music industry
experts who currently are or have been involved in music copyright.58 Participants for this study
were chosen based upon the level of their known experience of the music industry and their
openness to being interviewed about it. Three of the four participants are based in the Louisville,
Kentucky area, which allowed for much flexibility in scheduling their interviews and an ease of
access to them because of secondhand personal connections. Their ages ranged from 45-76.
Understandably, this may come across as potentially skewing when analyzing their
experiences, as their “prime” years of success occurred either before or on the cusp of the digital
age. However, because this study serves to compare the changes of legislation and compensation
in the music industry before and after digital audio streaming, older musicians’ perspectives
become much more valuable to this particular study and forming a theoretical explanation.
Younger musicians do not have the experience of a “before” and “after” so-to-speak, they only
have known a world where music is available at any given time. This is not inherently bad; it just
lacks the perspective needed for this study’s comparative analysis. Additionally, when analyzing
jazz musicians specifically, it is imperative to note the inherent age disparity among performers.
The vast majority of well-known jazz musicians are 40 or above, and those that are below that
threshold are constantly booked around the world because they are seen as “young, up-andcoming” acts. Thus, that made younger musicians with sufficient experience in the industry
significantly less likely to be available for interviews.
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Participants
Data was collected via semi-structured interviews with four participants, each with
varying degrees of involvement with the music industry.59 The first interview was conducted
with Jason Marsalis (b. March 4, 1977) on October 14th, 2021, via video call. Marsalis is a jazz
percussionist that specializes in mallet percussion and makes his living touring and performing.
He is the youngest member of the Marsalis family, which often referred to as “the first family of
jazz” because of their decades-long involvement with the genre among their father Ellis and his
sons Wynton, Branford, Delfeayo, and Jason.60 The brothers have also all been named “Masters
of Jazz” by the National Endowment for the Arts in 2011.61 Based out of New Orleans, Jason
Marsalis has been in numerous ensembles where he has recorded countless records. Additionally,
Marsalis can be seen in the video documentary New Orleans: City of Jazz ©1997.62
Next, I interviewed Jonathan Wolff (b. October 23, 1958) on February 1st, 2022, via
phone call. Wolff is a world-renowned composer and member of the PRO SESAC who
specializes in writing music for television but got his start as a jazz pianist growing up in
Louisville. He has written music for 75 television shows across all major networks (CBS, NBC,
ABC, Fox, Disney, etc.), 44 of which are the show’s central theme. Most know him for writing
the theme for the 90s super-hit show Seinfeld, but he has also written music for shows such as
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Saved by the Bell, Reba, and Will & Grace.63 Wolff has also given lectures about copyright law
and music business at every undergraduate Ivy League institution, including four of the country’s
T14 (top fourteen) law schools, and some of the country’s most elite undergraduate institutions
for music such as the Berklee College of Music, the Julliard School, and the New England
Conservatory. According one review by Brain K. Price, Clinical Professor of Law and Director
of Transactional Law Clinics at Harvard Law School, Wolff has given, “one of the best and most
insightful lectures I’ve heard.”64 Wolff has also testified as an expert witness on copyright law in
many major copyright cases, two of which were before the Copyright Royalty Board.
On February 3rd, 2022, I interviewed John LaBarbera (b. November 10, 1945) who, like
Marsalis, is a member of “one of the all-time great families in jazz,”65 alongside his brothers Joe
and Pat. LaBarbera is a Grammy-nominated jazz composer, producer, arranger, and trumpeter
that is most recognized by his work with as the arranger for the Buddy Rich Orchestra from the
late 1960s into the 1970s.66 Afterward, LaBarbera began to focus primarily on composing and
arranging while serving first as the Director of Jazz Ensembles at Cornell University from 1988
to 1991 and later moving to the University of Louisville. There he joined the jazz faculty and
implemented graduate and undergraduate courses in composing, arranging, and music business.
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Following his retirement in 2014 after 23 years at the University of Louisville, LaBarbera was
named “Professor Emeritus” by the University. He is an ASCAP member that is a two-time
recipient of the National Endowment for the Arts award for Jazz Composition, where he also
served as a panelist in the music category, a seven-year-term as the Jazz Editor for the
International Trumpet Guild, and has testified as an expert on copyright in several major
copyright claims cases.
The final interview was conducted in person with Andre Guess on February 11th, 2022.
Guess offers a unique perspective to this study in that he does not write or perform music, but
instead works in the managerial realm. He is a Louisville native that studied economics at the
University of Louisville while still maintaining a passion for music and advocacy. Guess’
experience includes six years working at Jazz at Lincoln Center, a globally known jazz band
based in New York City that seeks to entertain and educate the world about jazz, four of those
years were as the company’s Vice President and Producer. Currently he serves as the CEO and
President of GuessWorks, Inc. as well as Louisville’s Fund for the Arts. Guessworks, Inc. is a
consulting and management firm created by Guess that represents some of jazz’s top names with
clients such as Christian McBride, Nicholas Payton, and the Estate of Charles Mingus.67 Fund
for the Arts is Louisville is a “regional nonprofit committed to building a vibrant community
through the power of the arts.”68
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Techniques Used for Data Analysis
As is considered standard procedure in Grounded Theory practice, the data collected
through semi-structured interviews was analyzed using the constant comparative method. 69 This
method is defined as “[t]he process of taking information from data collection and comparing it
to emerging categories,”70 and is done through a multi-step process of inductive coding. Corbin
and Strauss describe coding as “doing analysis and denoting concepts to stand for data.”71
Coding is done to assist the researcher in identifying common themes throughout the data, in this
case, interviews, and then using those themes to assemble a theory that links the themes together
and addresses the research questions.
The researcher first begins with a process called “open coding”, where sections of the
data are organized into one- or two-word codes that serve as a summary of the ideas conveyed by
the interviewee. These codes are then compared against each other using the constant
comparative method and combined further into major categories, also called “axial coding.” The
final step of the analysis process is “selective coding”, which is the creation of one final theme
using the categories found in the axial coding process, which is then used to form the final
theory.72
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Throughout the coding process, the researcher is “memoing” as they analyze the data,
writing down any ideas they may have about core themes or potential theories. Additionally, the
researcher is constantly seeking to “saturate”, or fully develop, the data through the
aforementioned method of constant comparison.73 This may take the form of asking additional
questions during the interview process to receive more detailed information, reviewing notes and
transcripts from the interviews, or any combination of the two.

Trustworthiness
To understand the experience of professional musicians better, these biases were
restrained by making data collection as neutral as possible (in this case, writing interview
questions and conducting them in such a way that does not convey my personal opinions).
Additionally, because of the complexity of this issue, it quickly became apparent during my
research as well as the interviews that there is no one-size-fits-all solution that will appease
musicians, lawmakers, and consumers because all have different experiences and relationships
with the law and digital music streaming. Because of this, the participants’ opinions were not
pigeonholed into an overall “positive or negative” view of streaming by the end of the interview,
but instead each aspect of their complex relationship was analyzed and considered through two
methods that are standard of qualitative research: member-checking and triangulation.
The participant’s answers were recorded with direct quotations and ideas that were
repeated by the interviewer (myself) and verified by the participant via member-checking before
moving to the next question or topic, which is considered “most beneficial” to ensuring the
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trustworthiness of the researcher’s account when working alone.74 This served as a way of
validating the responses and ideas during the interviews.
Triangulation is when the researcher “makes use of multiple and different sources…to
provide corroborating evidence,”75 and is also a common standard of validation in qualitative
research. It allows for the researcher to present multiple sources that come to the same
conclusions. In this study, this was completed by conducting interviews with a variety of
participants from a variety of positions in the music industry. Thus, it is ensured that not one
experience is used to describe the experience of all involved in the music industry. Instead, it
allows for patterns to emerge from unlike groups, in this case, careers.

Chapter 3: Results and Discussion
Themes
The data from the interviews conducted was divided into a total of fifteen codes during
the open coding process. From these fifteen codes, three main themes emerged. Those themes
then informed the formation of the overall theory itself. A graphic of these findings and
deductions can be found in Appendix C.

Theme 1: Role of PROs
Performance-rights organizations (PROs) are an integral part of the modern music
industry. Although there are several smaller PROs around the world, the American Society of
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Composers and Publishers (ASCAP) and Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI) are the two largest, with
their combined membership totaling over 1.5 million American musicians, songwriters, and
publishers. These organizations work as a middleman between the artist and those playing their
music, collecting royalties, and distributing them to their clientele. Their work, of course, is not
done for free. The artist and their respective PRO negotiate this rate during the process of
negotiating the artist’s contract.
During his interview, Jonathan Wolff described his experience with PROs throughout his
career. Initially, Wolff was a member of ASCAP but switched quickly to SESAC (formally
known as the Society of European Stage Authors and Composers) after an invitation was
extended to him. Wolff explained that ASCAP’s size (which is due to consent decrees issued
upon it and BMI back in 1941 as a governmental antitrust sanction) makes the corporation slow
to operate and, in Wolff’s experience, inaccurate in calculating his royalty payments. “An intern
of mine calculated that I was missing over $50,000 in royalty payments after designing a simple
algorithm that monitored when shows with my music played on television,” Wolff recalled. This
difference was quickly settled by ASCAP, but it leads one to wonder what implications this has
for other musicians that may not be able to afford an intern to double check their paystubs.
Both Wolff and LaBarbera expressed discontent with the current structure of PROs
during their interviews. Wolff explained that because of technology, “The data [number of plays
a song gets] is there, it’s just not being used.” LaBarbera concurred with this, stating “There’s no
clearinghouse to keep track of data [streams]…when there were only three record companies,
they controlled how much product [music] was released,” alluding to the sheer amount of
product that PROs must deal with when distributing royalties. Combined with the
aforementioned consent decree requirements of ASCAP and BMI, this creates a massive job on
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the part of PROs that requires much attention to detail. However, because the size of their
clientele is exponentially larger than the size of their staff, it is difficult for these two PROs to
record and calculate royalty payments with 100% accuracy for each of their 1.5 million members
total.

Theme 2: Legislative Change
The contempt many musicians have with legislation is not regarding laws that already
exist but is instead regarding laws that do not exist although many feel they should. Take, for
example, the existence of the Copyright Royalty Board (CRB), which is the chief entity of
determining the terms and distribution of statutory licenses. Many are quick to blame the CRB
for the rates they are paid per stream or play, especially from Spotify. However, Wolff, who has
testified twice before the CRB as an expert witness on copyright, states that the CRB “is in
charge of determining the legality of copyright law, not how companies spend their money.”
This, then, gives rise to an issue of ethics on the side of the employer (PROs, record
companies, streaming companies, etc.). In an era where mass consumption is easier than ever as
a result of streaming services with little regulation as to how streaming companies budget their
money, it has also become easier than ever for these employers to take advantage of musicians,
paying them the minimum while increasing company profit. In the corporate workplace, a
federal floor has been established for wage and worker safety as a result of past instances of
worker exploitation via minimum wage legislation and the establishment of the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). These exploitations were brought to the attention of
Congress only after affected workers unionized, amplifying their voices to lawmakers.
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Currently, there is not a single union that represents musicians collectively. There are
several smaller unions, two of which being the Union of Musicians and Allied Workers and the
American Federation of Musicians, but there is unintentional competition between them, causing
division instead of the unionization they seek. LaBarbera believes that unionization of musicians
into a single collective group with recognizable spokespersons would help bring attention to the
injustices being faced. “Congress isn’t going to listen to a jazz musician,” he stated. “They’re
going to listen to a celebrity – someone they recognize.”

Theme 3: Role of the Consumer
The group with the most power regarding copyright law and equitable distribution is
inarguably the consumer from an economic standpoint in a capitalist society like the United
States’. They control the demand of all products, which then informs creators of that product
how much they should supply as well as how much they should charge. Thus, when almost all
music ever created became eligible for mass distribution online, companies realized that this
could be done very cheaply, allowing for a significant profit margin on the part of the company
itself. These companies either frequently work with or are “most often funded by venture capital
investors or parent companies, such as Google and Apple.”76 For instance, Apple Music is
owned by its parent company Apple, Spotify works frequently with Facebook, and YouTube
Music is owned by Google.
Take for example, Spotify’s earnings in the fourth quarter of 2021 as seen in the table
below. Spotify continues to grow in size from quarter to quarter in total number of monthly
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active users (MAUs) and up 18% from the previous year while their operating expenses
increased only 12%, continuing their pattern of growth77 while performance rights revenues grew
only 4%.78 This has left musicians and others involved in the industry with no other choice than
to try other approaches in an attempt to reach their audience in a profitable manner.

During his time managing many of jazz’s foremost names, Andre Guess worked with his
artists to navigate these changes. He discovered that “media is no longer scarce, curation is the
real value – when something is recommended by a trusted source.” Streaming was available and
accessible during his years of exclusive managerial work, but he recalled his artists depending
heavily on the sales of physical media during shows – especially signed CDs. He recognized that
people are no longer buying CDs to use, but instead only buying them if the listener deems it as
collectible. Jason Marsalis also brought up how music lacks scarcity in his interview, stating that
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“music is now data…a limitless commodity of sound,” which can be distributed and shared
whenever, wherever, and with whomever.
When asked what, in his opinion based on his experiences, would be the best solution to
this inequity faced by artists, Marsalis called for a “cultural reset that teaches the importance of
appreciating music as an art.” One way he suggested going about this is continuing to foster the
“vinyl revolution” that is occurring among younger generations by making records more
accessible and overall increasing their quantities of production. Guess acknowledged that a
“cultural reset” is the overall goal, however he believes in the importance of utilizing social
media and technology as a tool to work for artists and the power of curation that streaming
services allow, such as generated playlists that recommend artists related to others. He used his
experience during the COVID-19 pandemic to justify his position. “At the start of the pandemic,
people had a philanthropic attitude and were implored to give more than usual because they
knew musicians were struggling, but this quickly stopped,” he stated. Much like the introduction
of music’s widespread free availability on Spotify and YouTube, people quickly took advantage
of it because consumers ultimately always want to pay the lowest possible price with little
consideration for the product’s creator.

Discussion: The Royalty Renaissance Theory
The final step in the process of conducting a grounded theory study is articulating a
“substantive-level theory” using connections found in the themes articulated as part of the
selective coding process.79 This theory, named “The Royalty Renaissance Theory” is articulated
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in the form of discussion in the paragraphs below and as a visual model in Appendix C, both of
which are standard to the process of presenting one’s grounded theory.80
The Renaissance was a period of invention and innovation throughout Europe, starting in
Italy in approximately the fourteenth century. Described as a period of “rebirth” in major
disciplines such as economics, politics, philosophy, and the arts, scholars began to approach their
studies with a “humanist” point of view that shifted the focus away from religion and instead to
the accomplishment and celebration of what it means to be human. This led to increased value
being placed on education and a revitalized interest in creating art for the sake of art itself instead
of for the sake of glorifying God. People began patronizing artists to create works for them at a
rate never seen before, thus reinvigorating the value that art had in society. It is this societal
appreciation for the arts that inspired the name of the theory that emerged from my study.
It quickly became clear during the initial phases of research that the issue of royalty
distribution cannot be resolved with a single, universal solution such as a piece of legislation.
Instead, it is my contention that a combination of reform of the structure of performance-rights
organizations, legislative regulation of streaming services as a result of unionization on behalf of
musicians, and overall education of the consumer will begin the journey toward fair wages.
These tenants align closely with the initiatives described in the Four Pillars of Fair Marketplaces
for Music by the International Federation of the Phonographic Industry81:
-

Music’s value should be recognized

-

Copyright frameworks should be clear and provide for legal certainty
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-

All parties should be free to agree to the terms of their relationship

-

Adequate tools should be available to prevent music from being made available
illegally

Streaming services are not going anywhere any time soon and are used by millions of
people around the world because of their accessibility. In fact, they hold the possibility for great
strides in the music industry for artists, but that potential will not be unlocked until there is
advocacy for musicians in the day-to-day operations of these corporations.
A possible way this could be accomplished is by first reforming the consent decree
requirements of ASCAP and BMI, which have rendered the companies almost too large to
function properly with their total membership near 2 million artists. By allowing ASCAP and
BMI to choose which artists they recruit, it will create a more competitive and ultimately
valuable market in the music industry for streams and royalties. Additionally, it will decrease the
overall number of members the PROs have which will allow for more accurate calculation and
allocation of royalty payments.
Establishing a federal floor for royalty rates is an example of possible legislation that
could work in conjunction with the reform of PROs to create a more equitable distribution of
royalties to musicians whose art streaming services rely upon to survive. Some have argued that
it is not the job of the government to instruct businesses on how to spend their money, which
ultimately is correct, but this is backed by precedent established when Congress passed the Fair
Labor Standards Act (FSLA) of 1938 that established a federal minimum wage for all businesses
using their authority to regulate interstate commerce as is given to them in the Constitution.82
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This was done after unions of workers came before Congress demanding them to step in and
regulate their working conditions as part of the New Deal programs enacted by President
Franklin Roosevelt. Therefore, it is not unheard of for the federal government to step in, but first
musicians need to work together and voice their needs as a unified group with recognizable
representatives to speak on their behalf, as was suggested by LaBarbera in his interview.
These legislative changes are more likely to occur if the general public themselves also
realize the urgency for reform. It goes undisputed that the majority of people listen to music on a
daily basis in some form or another, whether that be through radio in the car, streaming services,
CDs, or records. At the end of 2021, there were 523 million total users of paid subscription
accounts on streaming services worldwide, so streaming is no longer a phenomenon localized to
the world’s wealthiest countries.83 Thus, consumers must recognize their role in this fight and
participate as they are able. This can be done in any number of ways from buying merchandise or
physical media to using streaming services that are transparent and fair about how royalties are
paid, and anything in between.

Chapter 4: Implications and Conclusion
Limitations
Time was perhaps the biggest limitation of this study. Given that it was conducted as I
was in the process of completing my B.A. in Political Science and B.M. in Jazz Piano while
taking 19 credit hours or more per semester, prepared and performed two recitals, working a part
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time job, and was involved in extra-curricular activities on campus, I had many other things
occupying my time while I was researching from August of 2020 to April of 2022. If I had been
able to dedicate my entire time to this study, I recognize that I would have been able to interview
more participants, thus collecting more data, and researching more about copyright law and its
complexities.
Another limitation faced was overall inexperience with copyright law and intellectual
property, as all my knowledge on it came solely from the research completed for this study.
Because this is a study done at the undergraduate level, I acknowledge that my understanding
and application of the law is not that of an attorney or legislator. However, this does not discredit
the precedent and current legislation used throughout the process of data analysis, as it is all still
recognized precedent.

Future Directions
This study is meant to serve as a catalyst for further research and investigation done into
royalties and copyright law by further qualified individuals. This could take the appearance of
repeating this study but with legal professionals and executives of streaming services or perhaps
with a wider swath of musicians across multiple genres and locations. If this is done, it could
serve as the catalyst and inspiration for change at the legislative level of Congress or
organizational level of musicians – either of which would be extremely beneficial to remedying
this issue. Additionally, this study serves as an educational tool for artists that can be used as a
catalyst for change, not only in the way they consider their career, but in how they choose to
move forward in the digital age.
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Implications
For the musician and those involved in the industry, this study serves to shed light on not
necessarily why musicians are struggling to make ends meet in an age where more music is
available than ever, as it is a problem faced almost universally by artists, but instead it
demonstrates how this inequity can begin to be addressed. However, it also has implications for
the non-musician as well. Needless to say, music holds a very special place in our society and
has since the days of cavemen. Music has been able to connect us in ways words never can and
continues to foster that special shared connection of the human experience. But, now more than
ever, it is imperative that people realize the value of music and help musicians in their fight for
just wages.
Conclusion: “We can’t rewind, we’ve gone too far”
Musicians are frequently told how their careers are not financially lucrative and how they
should find a “real” job, many times by the people that listen to music in their car on the way to
work and in the office. The world would be deafeningly silent without music, so it is imperative
that society fosters a survivable wage for these artists when more people are patrons of the arts,
albeit very cheap ones, than ever before by paying to listen to their creations in true Renaissance
fashion. Reform of PRO structure and legislative regulation of royalty rates in conjunction with
education of the consumer is only the beginning of this journey, but this study has shown that
these would be steps in the right direction using standard methods of qualitative research. I
acknowledge that technology and streaming are too embedded in our society for them to just be
removed outright. As was stated in the 1980 hit “Video Killed the Radio Star” by The Buggles,
“We can’t rewind, we’ve gone too far.” Digital may have killed the analog star, but it is not too
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late for a societal renaissance that allows for musicians to be equitably compensated for the work
they are already providing to the world.
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Appendix A
Glossary of Terms
Blanket License – Blanket performing rights licenses for the exhibition of musical compositions,
whether by broadcast, webcast, streaming video-on-demand, or other means of
communication to the public in the United States and its territories.
Copyright – The exclusive legal right to reproduce, publish, sell, or distribute the matter and
form of something.
Intellectual Property License – Any license, permit, authorization, approval, contract, or consent
granted, issued by or with any person relating to the use of intellectual property.
Umbrella under which all intellectual property licenses fall.
Mechanical License – A statutorily created license that allows the use of copyrighted materials
without the explicit permission of the copyright owner. In exchange, a royalty is paid to
the copyright holder.
Performance Rights Organization – An organization that collects and distributes royalties on
behalf of its artists.
Public Domain – Includes every creative work that is no longer protected by a copyright,
trademark, or patent.
Public Performance License – A license that grants the right to perform the work in, or transmit
the work to, the public.
Royalty Payment – A compensation to the owner of intellectual property or natural resources for
the right to use or profit from the property.
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Appendix B
Determining when a work will become public domain
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Appendix C
Visual summary of findings: The Royalty Renaissance Theory
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